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The Bikerni: an ethnographic study on women motorcyclists
in modern India
Aiwa Romy and Mayukh Dewan

Taylor’s University, Malaysia

ABSTRACT
Motorcycling has evolved from the early subcultural concepts of
resistance and deviance to a unique leisure option. Riding with a
motorcycle club is culturally perceived as a masculine activity. In
the early days of motorcycle clubs, women possessed a
subservient role with limited riding options. Together with their
changing role in the society, women shifted from the rear to
riding seat and came to the forefront of riding community.
Women bikers and motorcycle subculture have been considerably
discussed in the western academia, but there seems to be a
dearth of research on motorcycling subculture in the Indian
context. This research focuses on exploring the existing role of
women in an all-female motorcycle club, within the socio-cultural
context of India and aims to comprehend the female bikers’
motivation and behaviour within the club. It does not specifically
examine gender issues or adopt a feminist epistemology, rather
uses gender merely as a frame to examine subcultures. This
paper is a result of a six-month ethnographic fieldwork in an all-
female motorcycle club called ‘The Bikerni’. We hope that this
research gives a deeper insight into the world of women bikers in
India and help stakeholders make informed decisions regarding
this emerging group’s needs.
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Introduction

A group of men wearing leather jackets, gloves, high leather boots and shields, bandanas
and headgear having a unique taste in music, fashion and semiotic codes, moving on
roaring two-wheeled machines on the road (Drozdowicz, 2016), aptly describes a distinc-
tive group among the society, called bikers (Thompson, 2008). Terms such as ‘motorcycle
clubs’ used among the contemporary riding community and ‘motorcycle subculture’
coined by the early schools of subcultural studies or ‘bikers’ in general represent this com-
munity (Anderson-Facile, 2007; Cater, 2017). Early accounts of bikers and motorcycling
subculture connote riding as a male dominant activity and women were accounted as
caterers for the male counterparts of the club (Drozdowicz, 2016).

The age of women’s new roles in motorcycle subculture calls for a research, especially in
the Indian context, to narrate their life in the riding community and explore their
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participation and experience being part of a motorcycling club. Guided by interpretivist
paradigm, this ethnographic study attempts to explore the culture and behaviour of
modern Indian female motorcyclists through self-immersion of the researchers in the
motorcycling subculture. This paper does not specifically examine gender issues or
adopt a feminist epistemology. Rather it uses gender purely as a frame to examine a sub-
culture. Recent trends and presence of women in riding and touring is emphasized through
this research (Jain, Bharadwaj, Bansal, & Natarajan, 2016). Both researchers aremotorcycling
enthusiasts, and their passion in knowing the ‘sisterhood’ (Thompson, 2008) built within the
motorcycling subculture has led to this participant observational study focusing on an all-
women motorcycling club called ‘The Bikerni’. This study attempts to reveal and advance
the distinctive face of contemporary motorcycling subculture in India.

Literature review

Defining subculture and the subculture theory

Subculture, as defined in the Oxford Dictionary, is ‘a cultural group within a larger culture,
often having believes or interests at variance with those of larger culture’. Bell (2010)
deliberates this definition further as a ‘collective representation of products of real
social groups that share symbols and commonmeanings and thus create forms of solidar-
ity’. For Clinard (1974) and Becker (1963) (cited in Blackman, 2014), subcultures possess
distinctive shared values and cultural practices that are different from the mainstream
like hippies, teds, skinheads, punks, mods, bikers and goths. They own values and
norms distinct from those of the majority and are held by a group within wider society.
In the USA and UK, the concept of subculture has been a major tool in the fields of soci-
ology and criminology to understand deviant behaviour. American subcultural studies
(based on Chicago school and functionalist strain theory) and the Birmingham school
(Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies) contemplated the resistive and delinquent
forms of subcultures (Gelder, 2007). Traditionally, subcultures are explained as part of
understanding deviance and abnormalities (Quinn & Forsyth, 2009). Hebdige (1999)
observed subcultures as a subversion of normalcy and as a ‘moral panic’. Rather than a
distinct group, they were much emphasized as opponents to the dominant culture.
The subcultures are expressed and assimilated by people through various channels like
social media, school, family and work environment.

Subcultures were primarily the youth representations in resistance to class-based frus-
tration after World War II (Shildrick & MacDonald, 2006). However, the contemporary
motorcycle subculture is non-confirming to the adherent resistance and in-cooperation.
It possesses diminished subcultural values and a transcended form of ritual and practices
compared to the early subcultural studies written in the purview of ‘resistance’ and ‘crimi-
nality’ (Hebdige, 1999). For this reason, Jacobson (2019) denotes that the post-subcultural
theory discards the concept of subculture.

Young adults nowadays are more interested in creating an online identity than an
outward show of their interests. ‘Seapunk’ (the idea of punk version flourished from
Twitter) and ‘haul girls’ (girls hosting YouTube videos exhibiting their sophisticated life-
style) are examples of modern subcultures (Petridis, 2014). The study on subcultures is,
consequently, quite dependent on the context of the study.
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The biker subculture

Biker subculture in its infancy was understood as a group of men that were motorcycle
enthusiasts (Banks, 2016; Mindich, 2014). They rode to various locations in large
groups. Stories of biker subculture from the period of American Harley riding Hells
Angels and British café racers are documented in various ethnographies (Quinn, 2001;
Schouten & McAlexander, 1995). They describe the camaraderie, brotherhood, thrill,
speed and adventures shared within the culture (Bolin & Granskog, 2003). The ‘motorcycle
subculture’ or ‘biker subculture’ represents a group of people with their own style and
identity (Gelder, 2007), portrayed by their heavy machines on road (Mindich, 2014).
Clark (2003) observed that people find solidarity, revolt and individuality by inhabiting
a shared costume, marking their membership in the group.

The history of motorcycle subculture as a social institution began during the post-
World War II period when the veterans and soldiers-related riding bikes as an alternative
way to experience the adventure, thrill and aggressiveness they experienced during the
war (McIntosh, 2013). Hell’s Angels (Thompson, 1966) and The Rebels (Wolf, 1991) based
in USA and The Rockers and The Mods from England were significant groups which flour-
ished in the twentieth century (Drozdowicz, 2016; McDonald-Walker, 1998). The activities
of motorcycle clubs extended from the expression of deviance, violence, charity, religios-
ity and street racing.

In essence, together with media exaggerations, motorcycle subculture, like the punks
and skinheads, received an anti-social image (Blackman, 2014). Although the literature
assigns negative connotations to the definition of subculture (Gelder, 2007; Hebdige,
1999), the motorcycle subculture in this research is understood to be a distinctive
group, where the ‘identity’, ‘commitment’, ‘consistent distinctiveness’ and ‘autonomy’
of the subculture is highlighted (Hodkinson, 2002, 2004). Terms such as ‘new biker’ and
‘pseudo-deviance’ (Thompson, 2008) have recently been emphasized by the postmodern
subcultural theory while describing the motorcycle subculture (Hodkinson, 2016). This
study aims to explore the distinctiveness of a women biker group, rather than focusing
the class conflict or delinquency prevalent during the initial phases of subculture studies.

Recent trends in the motorcycling subculture in India

The biker subculture was initiated as an outgrowth of lower-class cultural values, oppos-
ing western middle-class norms (Hebdige, 1999). It was also an adventurous leisure
activity for returned World War II veterans (Watson, 1982). However, the members of
the modern era are more likely to conform to the values of capitalism and consumerism
(Harris, 2014). The development of biker subculture in India is also on account of consu-
merism. It is the bike manufacturers who encouraged the biking culture in India through
their clubs like REOC (Royal Enfield Owners Club), H.O.G (Harley Owners Group) and R.T.A
(Riders Association of Triumph) (Jain et al., 2016; Khan, 2016).

In a developing country like India, motorcycles are a fast, fuel-efficient low-cost per-
sonal mode of transportation. The motorcycle is more of a necessity than a possession
(Dutta, Basu, & Sen, 2014). India is the world’s largest market for motorcycles and has
the highest reported sales at 21.5 million having more than doubled in the last decade
(Motorcyclesdata, 2019). Beyond the necessity for day-to-day requirements, with the
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increase in the income level of youngsters, appetite for style and luxury, sophisticated
road connectivity and opportunity for network building, motorcycle riding in India is
transforming into an adventurous and leisure activity (Dubey, 2016; Khan, 2016; Rai,
2015). Complying to the broader possibilities of motorcycling, the Biking Community of
India (BCI) quotes more than 300 clubs, with above 24,000 riders, from over 139 cities
of India to have registered under the BCI (BCI, 2019).

Women in motorcycle clubs: transition from chicks to motorcyclists

Women involved in early motorcycle clubs were labelled as ‘biker chicks’, ‘biker bitches’,
‘old ladys’, ‘mamas’ and ‘sweet butts’ (Hopper & Moore, 1990; Joans, 2001; Miller, 2002;
Thompson, 2012). These terms referred to the subservient and sexual role of women to
the biker men in the motorcycle club. Mostly, these women were ‘passengers’ to the
experience of motorcycle riding. Hopper and Moore’s (1990) ethnographic research in
the USA addressed the gap of understanding women’s background and motivation for
getting into the motorcycle group. They claimed that women in the biker clubs were
seen as ‘necessary nuisances’. They were also money makers for the club through
‘table dancing’ under the watchful eye of their men. Despite the ill-treatment, the partici-
pation of women in the club was voluntary and self-motivated. Excitement towards
motorcycles and bikers, rebelliousness, accompaniment of tough men, along with low
self-esteem and difficult family backgrounds enticed women to joining the biker club
during the early days of motorcycle clubs (Hopper & Moore, 1990).

Joans (2001) noted that in the 1920s and 1930s, women used to ride. But when the
veterans returned from World War II during the mid-1940s, they wanted a different
kind of woman and women obliged. Thus, the ‘biker women’ turned to ‘biker’s
women’. Towards the late 1980s, women started riding again, and by 1990s, they
started catching a lot of audience attention and were seen as a new phenomenon. Com-
pared to the last century, now women have a choice to join a biker club for pursuing their
passion of riding (Coleman, 2010; Roster, 2007).

In the recent context, Joans’s (2001) classifies and defines the women in the motorcycle
clubs as ‘lady bikers’, ‘woman bikers’ and ‘woman riders’. Lady bikers ride, but do not work
on the motorcycle. They usually ride with men, are dependent on men and dress and act
as ‘feminine’ and subordinate. In contrast to this, women bikers ride and repair motor-
cycles when required and expect to be treated equally by men. Women riders take
care of minor motorcycle issues, but expect help when serious breakdowns occur
(Miller, 2002). Women bikers in this research paper are a mix of these two definitions of
women bikers and women riders. Both of these terms will be used to represent the
women who ride.

Women motorcyclists in contemporary India

The trend of two-wheeler riding among Indian women has evolved through different
stages. While men used to ride the motorcycle for day-to-day transportation, women pre-
ferred walking, cycling, pillioning or using public transport (Shah, Kalpana, Sonali, &
Shreya, 2017). As women became more independent in India, their transportation
choices started to evolve and they started seeking newer transportation choices.
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Working women started to travel by themselves on gearless scooters. Comfort, affordabil-
ity, easy tractability and medium-weight of the scooters encouraged the purchase (Gopi &
Angel, 2017; Swathy, 2016). From being commuters since the turn of the century, the
women lately have started seeking further adrenaline rush along with a sense of liber-
ation, fulfillment and accomplishment while gradually stepping into the world of
geared motorcycle and started engaging in biker activities. More recently, they have
formed an integral part of the biker community. Through weekend rides with other
bikers, they sense freedom and independence from the responsibilities of work and
family life. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that female motorcycling has been greatly con-
centrated on the cities of India, symbolizing modern and urbanized women (Donner,
2016; Velayudhan, 2018).

The Motorbikes India (2018) accounts for more than 4000 women bikers all over India
and a growing number of women biker clubs. Ever-expanding ‘The Bikernis’, ‘Hop on
Gurls’, ‘Bengal Lady Riders’, ‘Riderni’, ‘Lady Riders of India’, ‘Regals’ and ‘Biking Queens’
are some of the prominent women rider clubs in India (Vijaykumar, 2016). Some of
these clubs aim to empower women through motorcycling (Vaidyanathan, 2012). News-
papers, magazines and social media keep updating the achievements of women riders
and their solo or group expeditions (Manoj, 2017).

Preferences of Indian women bikers are unique when compared with the behaviour of
women bikers accounted by Dilley and Scraton (2010) and Wheaton (2004). They note
that women ‘pack in’ the demands of sexual relationship, and domestic and caring
labour and prioritizes their serious leisure activity above other obligations. While
women in the above context challenge traditional notions of gender in different areas
of life, in the present study settings, women are obliged to their feminine responsibilities
and they prioritize their family together with their interest in pursuing serious leisure. This
indicates diverse perceptions of women concerning emancipation. Beyond these, all-
woman biker groups are least judgmental about the purposes or sexuality of its
members making it a more welcoming space (Chatterjee, 2018).

While considered as a part of a ‘subculture’, women bikers symbolically represent
rebelliousness and subcultural style. Like the ‘girl on a motorbike’ advertisement epitom-
ized economic power, sexual liberation and rebellion against gender and sexual ideol-
ogies (Miyake, 2018), women bikers in the limelight are often seen as rebellious and
breaking gender stereotypes. This has resulted in a misinterpretation of the Bikernis’
objectives and consequently is the subject matter of this research. The subcultural con-
sumption of Bikernis is aligned to the post-feminist women’s identity which has
evolved through a consuming lifestyle, where consumption is not merely commodities
such as cosmetics, fashion or lifestyle, but also social relations, activities and objects
(Lazar, 2009). As such, women bikers have evolved their identity around the activity of
motorcycling lifestyle and relationships around motorcycles. This identity is further
ignited through external recognition and audience attention.

Motorcycling and tourism

Rider identity is amplified by the sense of belonging. Riding as part of a group, whether
organized through a club or informally organized with friends, can lead to riders wanting
to take their trip further than just going for day trips. Debating to the concept of liminality
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and nostalgia as mentioned in tourism literature, riding brings meaningful elements, his-
torical education, interaction with diverse landscapes, interaction with hosts and personal
growth for riders (Caton & Santos, 2007). Although the motorcycle is a way to reach the
destination, it can also be a key aspect of the vacation. For many bikers, riding is a hobby
as well as a motivation to undertake a journey.

According to Sykes and Kelly (2012), motorcycle tourism involves trips away from home
where the main purpose is an entertaining or recreational vacation. This trip may include
participation in sporting/religious events or attendance at motorcycling events organized
for commercial gain and/or charity or even independently organizedmotorcycling events.

The combination of unpredictable weather, road conditions, other vehicles and the
resilience that underlines the pleasure of riding contributes to the romantic imagery for
a biker. Many urban bikers view their bikes as recreational vehicles, mainly used for plea-
sure weekends (Quinn & Forsyth, 2009). Similar to adventure tourism, motorcycle tourism
also involves subjective well-being through risk-taking, for which it has now become an
important segment in motorcycling (Cater, 2017; Westcott & Andrew, 2015).

Gap in knowledge

The lack of focus in academic literature on motorcycle subcultures in Asia and in particular
India is quite evident. India is home to quite a few well-known womenmotorcycle clubs in
the region like ‘The Bikerni’ group. The characteristics of an Indian contemporary women
bikers club and the Indian female biker motivation for joining a motorcycling club has not
been studied before. Furthermore, the role that they play within the club and their behav-
iour while partaking in riding and tourism activities as a part of the motorcycling group
also needs to be addressed. Our research seeks to fill this gap by focusing on women
bikers in India.

Methodology

Ethnography as a method of data collection entails using multiple methods for examining
the behaviour of the participants in a certain specific social situation and also understand-
ing their interpretation of such a behaviour (Dewan, 2018). For this paper, we have used
participant and non-participant observations, in-depth interviews, focus-group interviews
and field notes. Both of the authors have direct affiliation with two different active biker
clubs, in India as well as in Malaysia. This expertise further supports the credibility of the
study through appropriate comparison and analysis of the functions and experiences of
an all-women/all-men biker clubs. Prioritizing the objectives of the research, a whole
women motorcycle club is chosen as the field of study.

The Bikerni motorcycle club is an all-women motorcycle club having 18 chapters across
India. As the first author is a South Indian female, she joined the South Indian chapter as a
pillion rider. Although pillioning created an unspoken gap between the riders and the
female researcher at certain occasions, the club membership and constant participation
with the riders beyond official rides minimized the complexities between the ‘other’,
‘another’ and the ‘native’ motorcyclists (Dewan, 2018).

Along with the researchers navigating their own insider, outsider or native position in
the group, taking field notes sometimes felt as if it was creating a demarcation between
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the researcher and participant as it interrupted the normal motorcyclists’ behaviour. This
was identified since the early stage of the fieldwork. Hence, field notes were taken on a
smartphone and included descriptions of the observations, analytic ideas, inferences, per-
sonal feelings, reminders and reflective thoughts (Bailey, 2007). In order to discover their
interpretations, social meanings and actions, participant and non-participant obser-
vations took place during the time spent with the women bikers by watching, observing
and conversing with them formally and informally (Jennings, 2010). The bond created
among the bikers, the subcultural symbols, language and commodities, interaction and
behaviour among the club members, their participations, organization and areas of inter-
ests were observed and recorded (Burgess, 2007).

Fourteen semi-structured in-depth interviews and a focus-group interview (Whitehead,
2005) were conducted to understand the personal backgrounds and experiences of women
bikers in their group. We explored their motivation in joining the club, subcultural experiences
and their involvement in the club activities. Further to this, their personal experiences, travel
experiences and expectations of being in a solely woman-rider club were also looked into.

Since a significant amount of communication happened on social media platforms and
groups, online sources such as Facebook pages, Instagram accounts and online testimo-
nials of the bikers were followed also.

Among the methods used to collect empirical materials, the focus-group interview
depicted the mutual consensus and unity in opinion about their shared experiences
and opinions about their participation in the club. The participants attempted to inten-
tionally support and agree each other’s point of view instead of deliberating and discuss-
ing diverse opinions. This is treated as a limitation of conducting focus groups in a close-
knitted group, where potential conflict of interest may have occurred and further compli-
cate the mutual relationships within the club. A possible way around this problem would
be if both the authors undertake their own autoethnographic research and recognize that
our stories and experiences while motorcycling are not solely ours but rather represent
the group of motorcyclists that we are auto ethnographically representing (Dewan,
2017). The fieldwork started from September 2018 and lasted for six months.

Findings

The Bikerni’s

The Bikerni is an association of likeminded females who are interested in touring on geared
motorcycles. ‘The Bikerni’ is one of the most recognized and largest of its kind biker club in
India (Sundar, 2014). By adding the suffix ‘ni’ to word ‘biker’, gives a feminine impression to
the word in Hindi language. The title lucidly explains the women authority of the group.
Every biker in the club is called as a ‘Bikerni’. Bikernis believe that ‘biking is a source to
nirvana and, at the same time, brings adrenaline rushing into their veins’ (The Bikerni Face-
book page).

The role of women in the Bikerni club

Women in Bikerni clubs are predominantly riders whoown their ownbikes and take up their
motorcycle primarily for weekend rides. The Bikerni motorcycle club is self-governed and
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decentralized. The Bikerni Bengaluru is the largest chapter of the Bikerni club and is steered
by a committee of six core members guided by an ‘admin’. An election is conducted
annually to elect the admin and core members. The admin is the sole authority and the
leader who maintains peace, good communication and negotiations among the club.

Similar to other prominent biker clubs in India, Bikerni core team plans and organizes
their ‘rides’ before calling for participants. A ‘monthly ride calendar’ including breakfast-
rides, day-rides, city ride’s (cause rides), city-meets for monthly gatherings and two-day
overnighter(s) rides. Besides this, motorcycle training sessions, technical sessions,
annual mega ride and Bikerni’s annual event are also executed.

The consistent organization of riding activities and unwavering participation of these
women bikers among the biking community made the Bikerni motorcycle club, one of the
most active motorcycle clubs in India.

You need to keep yourself to be a part of some club. If it is an active club, good for you. If you
don’t, then you always tend to jump clubs. So I got into Bikerni and I got into the group and I
saw they were very active. (Divya)

Most of the women find it comfortable to ride in a women’s group as they relate to each
other. Manoeuvring a machine through diverse and difficult terrains, through challenging
traffic on the road or speeding up on an empty road involves a steady cognitive mechan-
ism. Whether it be an animal crossing, driving beside a heavy truck, a steep curvy road
with heavy traffic or a craggy terrain, the bikers find accomplishment and personal satis-
faction by successfully overcoming challenging situations. Being a decision-maker and
decision-taker in such situations elevates the sense of independence and strength in
women which is also reflected in their day-to-day lives.

For riding, you have to have all your ears, full soul and mind. (Geetha)

The sense of, you know, strength and confidence that you get, once you start riding a bike is
tremendous and you can see (this happening) from the experience of these women. How
confident they have become. So, there are a lot of emotional and psychological advantages
too as a woman biker that you get. (Naina)

The membership with the women’s motorcycle club seems to have elevated the ladies
personalities and abilities. The Bikerni gatherings are where the ladies pampered them-
selves, away from the daily routine, work and family stress. These women, through con-
stantly engaging in riding activities and attending biker events, evolved to be a part of the
riding community. Aside a few misogynistic individuals, most men showed respect,
encouragement and a welcoming attitude towards women in the riding community.
The Bikerni Bengaluru’s annual event called ‘The Bikerni, Within’ acknowledges the kind
gesture of men towards women in the riding scene. Once a year, they ride together to
show their gratitude to all their community partners – the band of bikers across the land’.

Motivations of the Bikernis

Each Bikerni had a different story to narrate about their interest and involvement in
biking. Many of them accumulated the passion for riding at various stages of their
lives. Some of them joined the club as beginners, where they needed likeminded and sup-
porting people while pursuing their interest. For some, riding a motorcycle was merely
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something that they had to do in their lifetime. Few others just wanted to display their
membership in a riders club to peers and family.

Ride for identity
Joining the women’s biker club seemed as the first step of evolving into a strong personal
identity as a ‘woman biker’ or a ‘biker’.

Women biker is the tag line that a male biker will not get (Hitha).

Although there was a majority opinion that ‘there is no gender in biking’, it was observed
that women appreciated being treated as a ‘woman biker’. They themselves were aware
of this disparity and although the women tried to bring neutrality of gender in motorcy-
cling, the reality was that they were looking for self-acceptance rather than social
acceptance.

How do you wish to be addressed? As a biker or as a woman biker? A biker [confused and
giggling]. [Thinking for a tactical answer] Women biker. I don’t know. Just equality only
[giggle]. I just like biker. It’s stereotyping. If you are a guy, you won’t say a man biker. So
it’s just… everyone comes with one purpose. (Naina)

I would say that there is a huge difference when I was riding in a group initially. I was not
treated as a woman rider. I got an identity when I joined Bikerni. So that’s why I respect a
lot to Bikerni because it’s a platform where people can find an identity, which they will
never forget in their life. (Priyanka)

Some of the Bikerni’s unequivocally agreed that an identity related to the club was what
they sought and the fame as a ‘woman biker’ that came with this membership. The iden-
tity attained as a ‘Bikerni’ and as a ‘woman biker’was what persuaded the woman riders to
stay affiliated to the Bikerni club, regardless of any future memberships in other clubs.

Riding for revitalization
Motorcycle travelling as a choice of weekend getaway was yet another motivation for
women to take part in riding activities. The women bikers were also travel enthusiasts
who preferred to visit new destinations on their motorcycles.

I take biking as a travel thing. For me biking is like a stress buster. Through which you get to
see new places. Because I am a travel enthusiast as well. I love travelling. (Hitha)

Whenever I was not able to ride, since a long day or maybe a one month or two month, I get
frustrated. I just want to ‘yaar, bas gaadi udhao, chalo abto’ [Just take the bike and go]. Inner
peace. It’s like inner peace. It connects with nature. It’s kind of meditation. (Dhanya)

It gives me everything. My peace of mind, my stability, my everything. I had a bad past. Post
that mentally I was like a living corpse walking without life. (Smitha)

Riding also served as meditation that motivated them to keep riding. Riding turned to be
a habit from which some of them found self-revitalization.

Riding for self-empowerment
‘Empowered women, empowering women’ is a common tagline used among bikernis while
posting their rides, events or activities online. This statement is ambiguous while interpreted
by the bikernis themselves and interpreted by an outsider. Although the mass-media narrates
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Bikerni as a group of women that break stereotypes and voice up for women, bikerni’s claims
that ‘we are not breaking any stereotypes.’ ‘We empower women through motorcycling’.
The group was created to empower women through motorcycling. The sentence takes a 180-
degree turn when you say ‘we as a group empower people’. No. We don’t. The group was
created, we as individuals, we as the group, the dynamics are already working on it. We as
riders, or part of this group, don’t do that (Raani)
It’s just the inspiration part that I see. Empowerment as such, it does make you confident and
feel strong. That part is there. But still, I wouldn’t be confident on riding alone on a Sunday on
an overnight trip. So, the empowerment didn’t work. (Nimin)

The greatest expected social cause of The Bikerni as an all-woman motorcycle club was
‘women empowerment’. However, Bikernis had a mutual consensus on the aspect of
‘women empowerment’ in two ways. One as inspirational, and secondly through training
women to ride motorcycles. Women riding together is inspirational to its audience.
Through training, they open a new experience of riding which would aid other women
to nourish themselves hedonistically.

Behaviour of Bikernis within the club

Being a huge group of women, Bikerni motorcycle club had its own subgroups with
people of varied interests and characteristics. They shall be are broadly classified into
three: the serious leisure seekers, the cool-looking, party preferring riders and the
overseers.

The category of serious leisure seekers maintained their ideology of ‘I am here to ride’.
They travelled and toured to acquire visceral experiences of riding and to explore ride
destinations. They had limited involvement in the group dynamics of the club and
minimal club loyalty. They were least concerned on the identity as a ‘Bikerni’ but appreci-
ate the title as a ‘woman biker’ in general. Although this category of riders were serious
about riding, they were least recognized as they did not hang around with the second
category of bikers and were away from the groups.

I am not interested in gossiping and drinking parties. My agenda is only riding. (Swarga)

There will be drama. 100%. In a group of women, there will be drama. [laughter] But person-
ally I don’t get involved. I remain very neutral. No politics. I am here to ride. (Sudha)

The cool-looking, party preferring riders were active and frontline faces among the Biker-
nis. This group included full-fledged riders who were professionally involved in riding,
independent riders with little family commitments or restrictions, singles and mostly
core members. They were ‘cool hunters’ (Heath & Potter, 2006) who took photographs
with their bikes, and explicitly or implicitly admired the limelight. They believed in
riding hard and partying harder. They seemed likely to complain when problems occur,
but still exhibited more loyalty towards the group.

There was one group who is serious and there was one group of us who was always doing
bakwaas (talking rubbish). We drink, we do nautanki (excessively emotional performances)
everything…We don’t do serious talks. Because we already do serious things in our lives.
So we don’t wanna do especially when we are on a ride. (Priyanka)

The overseers were the so-called senior riders who carry the impression of, ‘This is all
because of us’. Although they guided the chapter at its infancy and moulded it to its
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current shape, they appeared once in a while for the rides and provide unsought feedback
such as ‘everything is the same and as fun as before’ or ‘good to ride with you all’. They act
as uninvited supervisors who conduct the check during the ride and leave comments
regarding the ride after the ride or event. The comments both appreciate and criticize
the current core team. Rather than wishing others well, the overseeing riders behaved
as flaw trackers. They upheld the title and loyalty as a Bikerni.

Seasoned and Senior riders’ are not titles – it is who the main group riders are, because they
have fulfilled the criteria to be part of the main group – or is my understanding of the same
incorrect despite the fact that I instituted these two groups? (Aditi)

The behaviour ofwomenbikers in the context of the Bikerni Bengaluruwas a combination of
all the above categories. The overt and covert agreements and disagreements emerge and
were conversed between these three categories. We saw the average Bikerni as a serious
leisure seeker with adequate involvement in the club affairs and are committed towards
appropriate overseeing for the betterment of the club’s activities and engagements.

Whatever questions, related to your bike or generally, if someone post a question, someone
or the other is genuinely answering and most time you will get the one to one messages. So
it’s really helpful. (Nimin)

Bikernis were a group of women united over the love and passion for riding. Despite the
differences Bikerni’s were attentive in supporting their fellow riders to become better
riders, teach skills and techniques and share their experiences with each other. The
riding community was seen to be a great learning platform for budding bikers and
except for small issues between the dominant groups, overall it seemed to radiate posi-
tive vibes within the group.

Implications

Subcultures often introduce innovation and change inmainstreamculture (Corteau&Hoynes,
2013). According to Haenfler (2014), subcultures, despite their variant behaviour and belief,
engage in daily practices that are deviant from the cultural norm. Participation in such lifestyle
movements challenges social expectations, existing power structures and promote social
change (Tankard& Paluck, 2016). Furthermore, distinctive groups, due to their unique identity,
are easily noticed in society and are greatly influential in initiating a social change.

As a study focusing on women biker club, where women partake in riding for serious
leisure regardless of the notion of breaking stereotypes and demolishing patriarchy; this
study persuades society and scholars to view women’s intentions of participating in mas-
culine activities from non-rebellious and leisure seeking perspective. Consequently, it
inspires and informs readers to take-up riding without gender prejudices. Bikers also
play a major role in promoting a sense of riding, road safety and responsible riding
which shall be further emphasized by the road transport authority as mandatory two-
wheel riding customs. However, the subcultures in India, especially bikers are least ident-
ified as a potential tool for influential social change. While the theoretical contributions
add the substance of postmodern subcultural features and emphasize subcultures of dis-
tinction, the practical contribution asks the Indian society to value the importance of sub-
cultures in India that are wanting and contributing to social change. Wu, Ai, and Chang
(2019) state that motorcycle touring has been considered to be a subculture in tourism
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but is rarely mentioned in tourism literature. The theoretical implications of this research
also indicate the possibility of adopting subculture theory in tourism studies.

Conclusion

Similar to early media portrayals of traditional bikers as criminals, contemporary women
riders are portrayed as a group who have joined to break patriarchal hegemony and
stereotypes (The AJALA Project, August 14, 2016; Times of India, August 15, 2018).
Although the society perceives women bikers as rebellious figures, bikernis themselves
claims that they have no intentions to prove anything to the world. Riding club is a
venue of likeminded people to ride together for leisure, unlike joined for a rebellious
or social cause. All they want to do is to follow their passion of riding and travelling to
destinations and enjoy the moments with this fun-loving group. This emphasizes distinc-
tive (Hodkinson, 2002) elements of motorcycle subculture beyond just resistive (Black-
man, 2014). The role, motivations and behaviour of women in the women biker club
realized in this ethnographic research supports the concept.

Women bikers are a much-celebrated category among the bikers. Although many of
the women were introduced to the riding experience through a male supporter
(Glamser, 2003), their decision to join a motorcycle club for group rides was voluntary.
The influence of social media portrayals of a biker’s lifestyle and the glory of women
bikers were indeed an impetus for some to join a motorcycle club.

The ‘sense of riding’, or in the Bikerni’s term, ‘the kick of riding’ is the foremost factor that
motivates a biker to ride. Many of them searched for motorcycle clubs to pursue riding reg-
ularlywith an aim to achieve a sense of accompaniment. Themembership in a club provides
opportunities for its riders to travel in groups and visit destinations together with like-
minded people who are united over the love and passion for riding. Moreover, the safety
ensured in group travelling also encourages women to decide on motorcycle clubs.

Although riding a geared motorcycle is normative for men, the same ridden by women
is presumed as a challenge. Performing something which is seen as extraordinary renders
satisfaction to the female riders. Riding is indeed an adventure for all without gender
biases. Although this research was focused on women bikers, the findings and discussions
deliberate that identity creation and hedonism are commonly sought by the bikers.
Becoming used to the roads and adventure makes the riders strong-minded, daring
and fearless. This influences the female biker’s attitude and physical capabilities too.
This research has been successful in exploring and accounting the role, motivations
and behaviour of bikers, especially women bikers in India.

This research is conducted under the purview of motorcycle subculture and women as
part of this subculture. Further studies can be conducted by comparing the participation
of men and women bikers within the subculture. The current research is focused solely on
women biker clubs, but future researches can be undertaken on mixed groups for an in-
depth understanding of the group dynamics.
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